Introduction. In this paper we consider an irreducible *-regular ring SA with order k for some k ]>4. If SA is also a Baer ring it is a rank ring. Our first result is : THEOREM 1.3. Let SA be an irreducible *-regular Baer ring with order kfor some k>4. The following are equivalent.
(i) For any e,fe P(Sl), e~f=>e~f. (ii) For any e,feP(0!), e~f=>e~f. (iii) For any aeSl, P a~a P. (iv) For any e 9 feP(S$), e \Jf-f~e-e nf (v) Ife eP(Sl) and x*x e eSle, then there exists z e eSle with x*x=z*z.
We give the name "property (PU) 99 to (i) of Theorem 1.3, and express our second result as:
THEOREM 3.1. Let SA be an irreducible *-regular Baer ring with order k 9 k>4, which satisfies property (PU) . Then property (PU) lifts from 01 to SA n .
The ring SA can be a rank ring without being a Baer ring. In this case, the completion ^A of SA in rank metric is a Baer ring. Our third result is: THEOREM 6.1. Let SA be an irreducible ^-regular rank ring with order k, k>4 9 in which comparability holds and which satisfies property (PU) . Then property (PU) extends from SA to SA*'.
We conclude with an application to rank metric completions of certain inductive limits.
Preliminaries. A ring SI is regular if the equation axa=a is soluble in SI
for any a in Si. A ^-regular ring is a regular ring Si which admits an involution with the property that for any ae SA, a*a=0 implies a=Q. We say that an irreducible regular ring is discrete if its projection lattice is atomic; otherwise, it is continuous. The rings with which we will be concerned will have a unit and will either be continuous rings or discrete rings with order k for some k>4 [7, Definition3.6,p. 100]. A ring is a Baer ring if the left and right annihilators of every subset are generated by idempotents. A Baer ring has a unit and a *-regular ring is a Proof. Suppose that M is Baer. Then the lattice of projections (which we identify with the lattice of principal right ideals) of M is a continuous geometry (see [4] Suppose that M admits a rank function with range contained in the closed unit interval and is complete in rank metric. Then M has a unit [1, Theorem 3.7 (iv), p. 716]. Thus, [7, Theorem 18.1, p. 237] applies to yield the result claimed.
This completes the proof.
We call an element x of a *-regular ring M positive if x has the form a*a for some aef.We denote the lattice of projections of S% by P{3£). If e,/eP(^) and there exists x e eMf and y eftffle with e-xy and f=yx 9 e and / are algebraically equivalent; in case e and/are algebraically equivalent, we write e~f If there exists w e eSlf (to be called partial unitary) with e=w* and/=w*w>, e and/are ^-equivalent; in this case we write e~f. If e and/are exchangeable by a unitary, that is, if there exists weJ with wu*=w*w=l and ueu*=f we say that e and/are unitarily equivalent; in this case we write e~f. If e and/have a common complement in P(&) they axe perspective; in this case we write simply e~f We denote by a0t the right ideal generated by the element a of a *-regular ring St and we denote by p a the unique projection satisfying a0l=-p a 0l; we call/? a the left projection oîa. Left ideal is denoted and right projection is defined analogously; we denote by a p the right projection of a e &. If e,feP (âl) we denote byeU/ and e n/their lattice join and their lattice meet, respectively, in P(£$). If e 9 fe P(j%) are orthogonal, e \jf=e+f; if e 9 feP(3%) and e<f then e=f-g where geP(0t) is the orthogonal complement of e inf.
It is well-known that not every *-regular ring has property (PU); we give an example below of a * -regular ring which does not.
EXAMPLE. Let Q denote the field of rational numbers and Q é the ring of 4 x 4 matrices over Q. This ring is an irreducible *-regular Baer ring which has order 4. Moreover, the ring has infinitely many elements and the centre (namely, Q) has characteristic zero. It does not have property (PU). Let the matrices E=(e ij ), F=(/"), X=(x i3 ), Y=(y u ) e Q é be defined by: Then £ and F are algebraically equivalent projections (via Zand Y). However, it is easy to see that E and Fare not *-equivalent (since there is no rational number whose square is 1/5). In particular, if 0t is an irreducible *-regular Baer ring which has order k for some k>4 and possesses property (PU), then the following conditions are satisfied (this was proved by von Neumann in [6] ; for a proof, see [ It is easily seen that these two conditions imply the condition in the statement of Lemma 1.1.
We shall be concerned mainly with irreducible *-regular Baer rings with order k, k>4. These arise naturally as the coordinatizing rings of those continuous geometries which admit an orthocomplementation. Conversely, the projection lattice of an irreducible *-regular Baer ring is a continuous geometry with this property.
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|0, otherwise; Our attention will be focused on the property (PU). This property in an irreducible *-regular Baer ring with order k for some k>4 has several equivalent formulations. THEOREM 
Hence f=y~1 and 
(i) R(e)=R(f).
(
Proof. If these condition are equivalent, in particular, (iii)=>(iv); that is, 0k has property (PU).
Conversely, suppose that 0k has property (PU).
We have e^/and (using property (PU)) 1-e~\-f. It follows as in the proof of (i)=>(ii) of Theorem 1.3 and from property (PU) that e^f. 2. The matrix ring over a regular ring. We denote by 0k n the ring of nXn matrices over a ring 0k. Von Neumann showed that 0k n is regular if and only if Si is regular. If ^ is a regular ring with unit and with normalized rank function R, then 0t n admits a unique normalized rank function R' n [2] . If & is complete with respect to the metric of R 9 01 n is complete with respect to the metric of R' n . We will find it convenient to work with the rank function R n =nR' n which has the property:
R n (E(e)) = nR(e) whenever e is idempotent in & and E(e) is the matrix in 01 n which has e for all diagonal entries and zeros elsewhere. We denote by E^a) the matrix in 0t n which has a for ith diagonal entry and zeros elsewhere and by E(a) the matrix 2?=i E^a). We note that if e is idempotent in ^, then
R n (E i (e)) = ±R n (E(e)) = R(e).
n It is easy to see that 0t n is irreducible if 01 is irreducible. If M is *-regular, 0k' n may fail to be *-regular. In fact, 0k n is *-regular if and only if ^ has the property 
Hence R m (E)=R m (F) and the corollary follows from the lemma.
It follows readily from condition (v) in the statement of Theorem 1.3 that if eeP(^), then e&e has property (PU). We prove the following lemma. ThenP^mpJk^w.Now 0! m has property (PU) by Lemma 3.4. Hence & n has property (PU) by the remark preceding Lemma 3.5. This completes the proof of the theorem.
4. The inductive limit of a system of rings. Let (/, <) be a partially ordered set which is directed up (i.e., for /, j el there is a k e I with i<k 9 j<,k). Suppose that for each / G /, 0ti is a ring and that for each /, j with i<j there is a ring homomorphismT^: 01-^01$ such that whenever i<j<k, we have
Let S be the subset of (\J ieI 0t t )xl described by {(a, i):iel and a e 01 % ). We define a relation p^SxS by (<z, i)p(b,j) if there is a (c, &) G 5 with i<k, j<k and
x F fci a=T A;i 6=c. The relation p is clearly an equivalence relation on S. The equivalence classes of S form a ring, which we denote by 01 and call the inductive limit of the system (/, <, âl i9 Y H ) with respect to the following operations. If p (ai) denotes the equivalence class of (a, i)eS, addition and multiplication in 01 are defined by the rules : is an involution with respect to which 91 is *-regular. (vi) If / has infinitely many elements and each «^ is a rank ring, ^ need not be complete in rank metric even if each ^i is complete.
It follows that if each ^ is an irreducible *-regular Baer ring, 9t is an irreducible *-regular rank ring with unit. We will see in the next section that in this case the completion 9t K of 91 in rank metric is again an irreducible *-regular Baer ring.
5. The completion of a regular rank ring. Let J be a regular ring with unit and rank function R. We denote by N the set of positive integers and by X neN M the collection of mappings n f->a n .
Let The the subset of X neN 9l whose elements a satisfy R(vi n -oc m )->0 as n, ra->oo. We define a relation =crx T by oc=/? if R(oL n -p n )-+0 as «->co. The relation = is clearly an equivalence relation on T. The equivalence classes of = form a ring, which we denote by 91* and call the completion of 9t, with respect to the usual pointwise operations.
We extend the rank function on «S? to a function (again denoted by R) on 9t* in the following way. Let a e 9t* and suppose that oc e a; then K(a)=limR(a n ).
n-*oo Let ÛGJ; we denote the equivalence class of the mapping oc:7V->«^ given by a n =a (H=1, 2,... ) by a, and we define A : 9t-*9l* by a\-*a. 6. Extension of property (PU) from incomplete M to complete ^A. Throughout this section, 3t is an irreducible *-regular ring with unit and normalized rank function R. We suppose that 0t has order k for some k^A and possesses property (PU). Since we are assuming 0t to be not complete, Theorem 1.4 does not apply.
However, e^f=>R(e) = R(f)
does (as always in a rank ring) hold. If the rank function is to be useful as a means of analysing 0t some kind of converse of this is needed. The rank function does not itself give an idea of relative size; if e,feP(3$) and R(e)<R(f), e cannot usefully be thought of as being smaller than/unless there is an image of e (having the same size as e in terms of the appropriate notion of size) inside/. To ensure that Si is tractible and that no pathology arises we will assume in all that follows that comparability holds in ^:
If e, feP(3t) and R(e)<R(f), then there exists f eP(M) with f<f and er^f.
A formally weaker approach is to assume in place of property (PU) the condition:
Then the condition: (2) If e, f eP(0£) and R(e)<R{f\ then there exists^ GP(^) with/^/ and R(e)=R(f)
ensures that 01 is amenable to analysis. We observe that condition (1) 
that R(e)=R(fi).
Since R(f-f 1 
)=R(f)-R(f 1 )=R(e)-R(e)=0
we have /==/*!. That is, e~f Since 0! has property (PU), e~f This establishes that 01 satisfies condition (1) . Now let e,feP(0Z) with R(e)<R(f). There exists/^/with e^/i. Again we have e~f x and R(e)=R(f l ). This establishes that ^ satisfies condition (2).
Conversely, suppose that Se satisfies conditions (1) 
and (2). Let e,feP(0t) with R(e)<R(f). There exists/i</with R(e)=R(f 1
)
R(K-ynf)+R(ÏÏ-Pn)
since e n -y n =0? n --y n )* and y n -/? n =(/5*--/3 n )/2. Now easy calculations verify (^-yj 2 = (yn-y»)(y»-i) and y,-yï = {2(j8"-/îî)+2(j8 n -j8S)*+(/5 f ,-/ 8S}/4.
Hence, R((e n -yn) 2 ) < R(y n -yl)
< 2R(p n -fô+R(p n -fô.
Since e is a projection, both R{^n-^) and R{P n -/?*) approach zero as « becomes large. Let a: JV->^ be given by <*« = e n (n == 1, 2,...).
Then oc=/?, so a e e and oc n GP(^). This completes the proof. This completes the proof. LEMMA 
Let e,feP(&).
We have
Proof. Write e = e'+e n/, / = /'+en/. 
R(p-q) = R(p-qKp+q)) < R(p+q) = R(p)+R(q).

Combining these, we obtain R(p-q)=R(p)+R(q). Since R(e')+R(f')=R(p) + R(q), we have R(e')+R(f')<2R(e-f).
Also, R(e nf)=R(e-e')=R(f-f')= R(e)-R(e')=R(f)-R(f). So 2R(e nf)+R(e')+R(f')=R(e)+R(f
. Put/â U/ 3 =g. Then by Lemma 3.5, there exists unitary w 3 e ,£? with u 3 f' 2 u*=f 3 and u z h=h for all h<l-g. Now/ 2 <l -/ 2 n/ 3 and/ 3 <l -/ 2 ri/ 3 , so/ 2 u/ 3 = ^<l-/ 2 n /s-Hence l-g>/ 2 n / s and w 3 (/ 2 n / 3 )=/ 2 n/ 3 . Therefore, 
Proof. Let 2,=R(e)=:R(f).
If both e and / are images under the mapping A : 01-+01* of projections in ^, there is nothing to prove. We will suppose that e is not the image under A of a projection in ^. Let &ee, ft e/with oc n , fi n e R{j%) («=1,2,. ..). Since IimH(a B ) = ^ = l?(e),
there is a subsequence (a^) of (a n ) such that ^(a^) either increases monotonously to X or decreases monotonously to L We will suppose that R(<x k ) decreases monotonously to L Put a* n = 7n (it = 1, 2,. ..). 
Then the mapping y:N->@
Summarizing, we have y ee, ô e/with y n , ô n eP{M), R(y n )=R(ô n ), and This completes the proof of the theorem.
7. An application to inductive limits. Suppose in this section that 01 is an irreducible *-regular Baer ring which has order k for some k>4 and possesses property (PU). We denote as usual by 01 n the ring of nxn matrices over 0!. We define a relation /^NxN by: m/n if n=km for some A; eN. Then (JV, /) is a partially ordered set which is directed up. If mjn, we define an injective ring isomorphism as follows: if A=*(a i} ) e £% m9 then T" m (i4) shall be the matrix B=(b^) e 0t n such that Vi)w,M)w ~ |o, otherwise,
where n=km (i.e., 5 has copies of A down the principal diagonal and zeros elsewhere). Suppose that Jc JV" and that for m,n el there exists A: G 7 such that /w/&, «/fc. We write ^ = 11^(7,/,^,^)
for the inductive limit of the system (7, /, 0t n , T nw ). In §5, we observed that 0t x is an irreducible *-regular ring with unit and normalized rank function. That 0tj has comparability and possesses property (P£/)are consequences of the following theorem. This completes the proof of (1).
